
MINUTES OF 22nd MEETING OF SLAG LANE MEDICAL CENTRE 

PATIENT PARTICIPATION GROUP (PPG) 

HELD MONDAY 6 MARCH 2017  

AT GOLBORNE SPORTS & SOCIAL CLUB 

 

 
1. Attendees:  KH, TH, KLH, MC, KC, MR, AM, EM 

 

2. Apologies for Absence:  KJ 

 

3. Minutes of Last Meeting: 

 

 The minutes of the 21st Meeting held on 9 January 2017 were agreed as a true 

record. 

 

4. Chairman’s Report: 

 

 KH opened the meeting and highlighted some of the events he had attended 

since the last meeting and it was mentioned that we were not always advised 

in good time of these events and therefore not always able to participate.  KH 

and KC would be attending the event on 8 March arranged by HaCC on 

population health and KH would be attending a Fair Processing Care and 

Share meeting on 29 March. 

 

5. Matters Arising: 

 

 TABA/ULC Meeting:  KLH attended the January meeting and the main 

discussion had been how the new clusters would be formed and operated after 

it comes into operation possibly on 1 April.  It became obvious from the 

discussion that Localities would change for some surgeries and as our surgery 

would now be in the LIGA cluster, there was a possibility that ULC would not 

join with TABA for future locality meetings which would be disappointing as 

we get a lot of input from these meetings.  The CCG representative at the 

meeting said that if any PPG’s wished to have more information regarding 

clusters it could be arranged for someone to come along to PPG meetings to 

give a presentation.  TH to check at Patient Forum on progress made re 

clusters. 

 

 It was discussed that a Survey initiated by the Patient Forum will be going out 

to PPG’s to try and gain a true picture of which practices do have a PPG and 

which do not.  Comment was made that PPGs were a Government initiative 

and Practices were receiving payments. 

 

 Patient Forum:  TH advised that the 7 GP hubs were working well.  Kidglove 

House in Golborne hub was up and running and overall the hubs were 

experiencing 90% take up during the week and 80% at the weekends.  This 

was now having an impact on attendances at A&E and minor problems will 

shortly be rectified when in-house hub telephone system is installed.  It was 

mentioned that this service was mainly being used by young workers and 

college students (ie. 17 to 35 year olds). 



 

 Surgery Update: MR advised that staff issues all well and the surgery was 

continuing to get new patients registering mainly from other surgeries in the 

Lowton and Golborne areas.  Nikki our Health Care Assistant had left the 

practice but the surgery presently had part-time cover.  MR advised the text 

messaging service re Friends and Family was being installed and that the 

surgery was also committed to the CCG Care and Share initiative. 

 

 MR advised the first meeting of the LIGA cluster had taken place and will 

keep the PPG advised of how things are progressing in the near future.  

 

6. Any Other Business: 

 

 AM had been discussing with the Surgery the idea of running a virtual PPG to 

enable any patients who would like to get involved but were unable to attend 

the current bi-monthly meetings.  AM suggested this could get younger 

patients interested and he was looking into using social media for this.  The 

Chairman thanked AM for his efforts in this initiative. 

 

 KLH had issued to members the PPG survey mentioned above and the Group 

discussed their suggestions for our reply.  KLH to go ahead and complete the 

survey for issue to the CCG. 

 

 The Chairman suggested that it would be appropriate for the PPG to officially 

thank the Golborne Sports and Social Club for allowing our Group to use their 

facilities for our meetings.   KLH to write to the Club and sort a gift for the 

stewardess. 

 

7. Date of Next Meeting 

 

 The next meeting will be the AGM on Monday, 24 April 2017. 

 

 

KLH 


